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LARGE MUNSTERLANDER 
Junior Dog (1,0a) 1st Lloyd & Smith’s Crumpsbrook Bayleaf Von Rulander. Young 
man of good quality and balance throughout. Good shape to skull with alert, biddable 
expression and attitude. Developing well in bone and musculature. Well ribbed and 
correct topline, maintained on the move. Although a touch weak in the hocks, he 
moved out well and true on strong tight feet. Altogether a pleasing example of the 
breed. Post Graduate Dog (2,0a) 1st Siddons’ Fulaluv Beyond Belief. Presented in 
excellent condition, this developing gentleman has a good attitude and ideal 
temperament. Just wants to please. Correct shape to skull and clean dentition. 
Strong, clean neck leading well into forehand. Good spring to ribs and strong over 
loin. Moved out with drive, although I would prefer a more typical topline and greater 
strength in the hocks. Reserve Best Dog. 2nd Day’s Raycris Constantin At Alfriston. 
Although somewhat heavy in headpiece for me, this dog has a kind, enthusiastic 
temperament with attractive dark eye. Strong neck and well ribbed. Well developed 
bone and muscle. However, on the move he lacks strength in hocks and pasterns, 
which sadly detracts from a free flowing action. Open Dog (2,0a) 1st Lloyd & Smith’s 
Ch Paddockridge Rulander.  Excellent example of the breed and in tip top condition. 
Correct shape and breadth to skull, with kind alert expression and attitude. Well 
placed ears and correct, clean dentition. Strong clean neck leading to developed 
sprung ribcage allowing plenty of heartroom. Good balance between front and rear 
assemblies proving the ideal symmetry to enable an effortless action when on the 
move. Covered the maximum ground with the minimum effort. Straight coming, going 
and from the side, although could perhaps be just a touch stronger in hocks. His tight 
feet complete the picture. Best Dog and BOB. 2nd Day’s Raycris New Attraction At 
Alfriston. Biddable gentleman in fair overall condition. Good shape to skull and well 
sprung ribcage, although just a touch over wide in front for me, which affected his 
stride and forward reach somewhat. Good balance between front and rear. Hocks 
could be stronger. Post Graduate Bitch (3,0a) 1st Griffiths’ Jaudas Foxey Lady. 
Elegant bitch in excellent overall condition. Good shape to skull with bidable attitude. 
Well ribbed and short coupled with good strength over loin. Under line could be 
better for me. However, she moved out with good style and covered the ground well. 
Best Bitch. 2nd Saban’s Seahaven Bouquet Of Roses. Another fair example with 
good attitude. Kind expression and wanted to please. Well ribbed and good strength 
in coupling and loin. Well boned throughout. Moved straight on strong feet, although 
hocks could be stronger. 3rd Black’s Paddockridge Madelaine At Seahaven.  Open 
Bitch (3,0a) 1st Griffiths’ Jaudas Foxey Lady. See Post Graduate Bitch. 2nd 
Leeming’s Ashlowrick Ladies Day At Iscadu. Quality lady in good overall condition 
and presented well. Good skull shape and earset. Kind expression. Strong clean 
neck leading well into forehand. Well sprung ribcage of correct depth. Well balanced 
between front and rear assemblies and moved out well on good strong feet. Not 
quite the topline of winner but otherwise a good example. Reserve Best Bitch. 3rd 
Black’s Paddockridge Madelaine At Seahaven. 
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